
* Škoda driveaway pricing excludes any optional extras and any NZ Government fee that may apply. Special pricing is while stocks last only and is subject to change without notice.                                                
**Standard warranty.  Other promotional offers may exceed standard terms, and if selected they would be added to vehicle price.                                                                                                                                                                                            
***The official fuel consumption, emissions, and EV range figures determined by the WLTP test should be used as a guide only, or for vehicle to vehicle comparison. Actual results may vary due to factors such as driving or environmental 
conditions.                                        
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Technical data 
Enyaq Coupé Sportline Max                                
80 150kW 

Model code 5ACJJ2 
Electric motor type Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor 
Maximum power 150 kW 
Maximum torque  310 Nm 
Drivetrain Rear wheel drive 
Transmission Single speed 
Battery type Lithium Ion 
Battery capacity 77 kWh (Net) 
All electric range combined (WLTP)*** 531 km 
Energy consumption combined (WLTP)*** 16.2 kWh/100 km 
On-board charger maximum capacity (AC) Up to 11 kW 
Charging time (Home socket, 1.84kW 0 - 100%) Approx. 42 h 
Charging time (AC charger, 7.2kW 0 – 100%) Approx. 13 h 
Charging time (AC charger, 11kW 0 - 100%) Approx. 7 h 30 m 
Charging time (DC fast charger, 50kW 0 - 80%) Approx. 1 h 10 m 
Charging time (DC rapid charger, 135kW 0 - 80%) Approx. 28 m 
Acceleration 0-100 km/h (sec) 8.7 
Top speed (km/h) 160 
Tare weight (kg) 2195 
Braked trailer mass @ 12% (kg) 1000 
Vertical down ball load (kg) 75 
Luggage capacity (Litres)(rear seats up/rear seats down) 570/1610 
Ground clearance (mm) 141 

Warranty  

5 years mechanical warranty or up to 150,000km**  

5 years 24/7 national roadside assistance  

8 years high voltage battery warranty or up to 160,000km**  

3 years warranty for vehicle paint defects unlimited km  

12 years warranty for through corrosion unlimited km  

Service interval every 12 months or 15,000km  

Škoda scheduled service plan 3 years or up to 45,000km $800 
Škoda scheduled service plan 5 years or up to 75,000km $1,650 

WLTP  
The Worldwide Harmonized Light-Duty Vehicle Test Procedure (WLTP) is designed to provide a standardised measurement and enables the consumer to make reliable comparisons between 
vehicles in terms of energy (fuel and/or electricity) consumption, emissions, and electric vehicle range. However, it should be noted that the results of this test may not accurately reflect the actual 
fuel consumption, emissions, or range that a driver might experience in the real world. Actual results may vary depending on various factors such as driving style, road conditions, temperature, 
weather, vehicle load, and maintenance. Therefore, the WLTP results should be considered as an indicator of the vehicle's performance and not as a guarantee of the actual energy consumption, 
emissions, or range that a driver will experience in real-world driving conditions, or for making a vehicle-to-vehicle comparison. All WLTP test values are provided in accordance with New Zealand 
Land Transport Rule: Vehicle Efficiency and Emissions Data 2022.  For further information, please visit - https://www.skoda.co.nz/owners/wltp 
 Special price from 

Price* $79,990+orc 
 Normal MRP from $89,990 (driveaway) 

Škoda Enyaq 80 Coupé 
Launch edition - MY23 Specification sheet 



Škoda reserves the right to make changes to specifications, colours and prices without notice. Whilst we make every effort to ensure that specifications are accurate at the time of publication, you should always check with your Škoda dealer 
for the latest information. 
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Safety & assistance 
Enyaq Sportline Coupe Max 

80 150kW 
Euro NCAP safety rating 5-Star Safety Rating 
Front driver & passenger, centre, front and rear side, and curtain airbags  

Adaptive Cruise Control and speed limiter                                                                                                            

Front Assist (auto emergency braking) with pedestrian and cyclist detection  

Lane Assist and Side Assist  

Travel Assist with Traffic Jam Assist  

Driver Fatigue Alert/monitor to support safer driving practices  

‘KESSY’ keyless entry, start/stop system with power child locks  

Anti-theft alarm system with interior monitoring and SAFELOCK  

360° Area view camera with front and rear parking sensors and Intelligent Park Assist  

Drive mode select, sport suspension and progressive steering  

Rain & light sensor, automatic headlights lights and wipers, rear wiper  

Dynamic Chassis Control   

Head-up display  

Charging  
 

Mode 2 Household charger 8A 230v 1.8kW  

Mode 3 Public charging cable for AC charging 16A 230v 11kW  

Exterior specification 
 

Full Matrix LED headlights with variable light distribution, LED day lights and full LED rear lights 
with dynamic indicator  

Headlight washer system and heated washer jets for front windscreen  
Electrically controlled, auto-dimming and separately heated exterior mirrors  

Electric opening and closing tailgate with Virtual pedal  
Sportline black design includes the front grill, mirror caps, side window frames, and black lettering  
Sportline design bumper and rear diffuser  
Enyaq crystal face  
Heated windscreen  
Sunset Tints on rear windows with acoustic glass on front and rear side windows  
Panoramic glass roof  

Interior specification 
 

Sport leather multifunction heated steering wheel with recuperation paddles   

Electric seats with memory function in front, and massage function on driver’s seat  

Chrome sport foot pedals  

Heated front and rear seats with separate control  

Roll-up sunshade for rear side windows  

60/40 Rear split backrest folding with boot release – center armrest with cupholders  

Variable boot floor with cargo nest and elements with hooks  

Climatronic 3-zone air conditioning with control panel in rear  

Interior ambient LED lighting front dash, front and rear doors  

Upholstery 
 

Sportline design Interior with carbon décor and black ceiling  

Sports seats with integrated headrest upholstered in black suedia/leather   

Multimedia 
 

Virtual Cockpit with information select, assist systems, driving data and multimedia   

13” color touchscreen infotainment display, touch slider, gestures and voice control  

Connectivity - x2 front USB-C and x2 rear USB-C  

Bluetooth handsfree with wireless smartphone charging  

Smartlink+ incl. Android Auto and Apple CarPlay  

12 speakers Canton sound system with digital equalizer  

Alloy wheels 
 

20” Vega anthracite metallic alloy wheels   
20” Taurus anthracite metallic alloy wheels $0 
21” Supernova anthracite metallic alloy wheels $1,500 



Škoda reserves the right to make changes to specifications, colours and prices without notice. Whilst we make every effort to ensure that specifications are accurate at the time of publication, you should always check with your Škoda dealer 
for the latest information. 
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Moon White  
Metallic 

Energy Blue 
Solid 

Race Blue 
Metallic 

Graphite Grey 
Metallic 

Magic Black 
Metallic 

Brilliant Silver 
Metallic 

Phoenix Orange 
Metallic (+$1,000) 

Velvet Red 
Metallic (+$1,000) 

20” Vega alloy wheels 
 

21” Supernova alloy wheels 
(+$1,500) 

20” Taurus alloy wheels 
 


